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The "Voice" goes home

for Thanksgiving recess,

and will return Dec 11.
Happy Holiday!

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster

'
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Number 10

Discrimination Incident Mars

Emphasis Africa Activities
A case of discrimination against four delegates to
Emphasis Africa was brought to the attention of the Ohio
Civil Rights Commission early this week. The incident occurred in the Marine Room, a basement bar at 201 East
Liberty Street, on Friday evening,
Nov. 13, 1964, and involved a
Negro woman from Western Reserve and three African men who
are students at Wittenburg and Mt.
Union.
Served at First
The group entered the Marine
Room about 7:30 p.m. and ordered
a round of beers. The waitress
served them without incident, but,
according to the students, when
the group asked for a second
round, the manager came over
and told them that it was not customary for Negroes to come into
her establishment.
The Voice interviewed the manager, "Mom" Amos, a
woman, on Wednesday. According
to Mrs. Amos, the students were
drinking their first round of beers
when she entered the room. Surmised at their presence, she went
over to their table. The students
explained who they were inquired
about the dance for that night ad
vertised at the door. She replied
that it was for white people and
that, according to custom, they
would not be welcome. She told
them that she had nothing against
Neeroes but she felt that they
should not associate with white
people. The students, said Mrs.
Amos, "left without even asking
for a second round. They seemed
like fine people," she told the
Voice, and they left without being
one did
disagreeable, although
say that there would be something
written up about it.
Bombing Incident
Mrs. Amos was most coopera
tive with her interviewer and as
sumed that the reporter would
agree with her views, bhe claimed
that the Marine Room was "never"
freauented by Negroes except in
one case a few months ago. A
Negro man, she said, was served
60-year-o-

without complaint, but when he
gave alcohol to a minor in his
comDanv. she told him to leave.
After some threatening words on
both sides, the man left. He was
aDDrehended later that night by
police as he attempted to bomb
entrance of the bar
the
with a container of gasoline. Be
cause of this incident, Mrs. Amos
maintained, Negroes did not
bother to come to the Marine
Room and would not be welcome
if thev did. In subsequent ques
tioning. Mrs. Amos stated that
Negroes had never come into the
bar before the bombing.
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For Lincoln Scholarship Fund
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Ilona Kombrink will make her second appearance before
a Wooster audience in concert Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 8:15 in
Memorial Chapel. Those who were here four years ago will
remember her performance in the Verdi "Requiem" under

;

the direction of Robert bhaw.
Born in St. Louis, where she
gave her first public recital at the
age of 17, she appeared with both
the St. Louis Symphony and the
St. Louis Municipal Opera Company before enrolling as a scholar
THE
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The "hurt", rare,

BOOKSTORE
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used room. See story on page 3.

Plans

Wooster-I- n

ship student at Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia, graduating
with a degree of Bachelor of
Music.
A particular bright star in op-

era, she has appeared regularly in
leading roles with the Canadian
Opera Co. in Toronto, where she
made an auspicious operatic debut
as "Tosca" in 1957, and with other
Vienna, London and Berlin will be three of the several major opera companies including

Widen Summer Session

cities visited and lived in next summer as the Wooster-iVienna program begins its sixth session under the direction
Mrs. Amos made it quite clear
of Dr. William I. Schreiber, head of the German Department.
that she tried to run a "respectable
The program, in actuality a
place." Minors are excluded and
week study program, round-trischool under the auspices
intoxicated individuals are re summer
railway
of the college held in Vienna, is air transportation and
n

"Respectable"
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auired to leave. "What wants to
fight, we bar 'em," she said. She
felt that Neeroes should frequent
their own places and believed that
her customers would react un
favorably to their presence.
A formal complaint was lodged
in person by Jim McHenry, chair
man of Lmphasis Africa, who ex
plained to Mrs. Amos the embar
rassment the incident represented
to the conference. The bar man
ager, however, while sympathetic
to Mr. McHenry s position, replied
that she too had been embarrassed
as she had had to confront the

from Vienna to
set for June 16 through Aug. 30. transportation
London
for
the
flight home. StuEight weeks will be spent in the
live in private German
study program and the remainder dents
homes during their course of
left for travel.
Classrooms and facilities of
On the itinerary are London, study.
where the group will arrive after the Institute of European Studies
will be utilized dunng the term.
a flight from New York, a three-da- y
Dr. Schreiber, the founder and
trip to Berlin as guests of the
director of the program, and Mrs.
German Academic Exchange,
and a week's trip through Schreiber will accompany the
Western Germany to Vienna. Also group on their travels.
The summer session is limited to
scheduled for weekend trips are
the Salzburg Music Festival, 30 students, however, any student
Prague, nearby Venice, areas be- or anyone connected with the col
hind the Iron Curtain and other lege may accompany the group
places of interest around historic over and back for a cost of $275.

Negroes.

Vienna.
The requirement for those participating in the program is one
year of college German or its
equivalent. The courses offered at
the summer school are Intermediate German and Composition and
Conversation, which are both compulsory, plus German drama and
fine arts, both elective. Upon successful completion of the courses,
the credits earned are then transferred to Wooster.
The cost for the session is
$1,095, which includes the eight- -

When the Voice reporter in
formed her that the incident had
been reported to the state Civi
Rights Commission, Mrs. Amos
had no comment other than thai
she would give the investigator the
same account which she had given
the Voice. She seemed to feel
that she was perfectly justified in
her action.

by Mama Pyle
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Stifles Noise

During Scot Chapel

n
Current fiction and
of all kinds, chosen by student
demand, will soon appear on the
shelves of Andrews Library. In response to a request by the Student-Facult- y
Relations Committee of the
SGA, die Faculty Library Committee, headed by Miss Nesbitt, has
allocated $200 to a new program
called Student Selections in Contemporary Literature. This program gives to students the chance
to choose books to be purchased
with these funds.
Students are asked to submit
their requests for specific book
titles. Fiction, sports, poetry, politics or any other fields will be considered. Final selection will be
handled by a committee of four:
Dr. Clareson, Carolyn Andrews,
Bob Tiews and Carolyn Dobay.
A book suggestion box will be
placed on a table by the campus
entrance of the library. Suggestions may also be given to any
member of the committee.
non-fictio-

Co-log- ne

Surprise South African Guest
Sparks Weekend Conference SGA

in Salt Lake City, and her first
major recording, "Arias, Anthems,
and Chorales of the American
Moravians" on the Columbia label,
appeared on the 1960 Distinguished Record List of Musical
America Magazine.
Already, Miss Kombrink's 1964-65 season has been distinguished
by her first appearance at New
York's Carnegie Hall in a concert
presented by the Metropolitan
Opera for the Opera Guild.
Her December concert in Wooster will be for the benefit of the
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Schol
arship Fund. Reserved seat tickets
will be $1.50 and general admis- avauaoie
sion tickets wm De
Hall.
Merz
at

Ilona Kombrink

For more information contact Dr. the New Orleans Opera, the Cin
cinnati Summer (Zoo) Opera, and
Schreiber.
the Chautauqua Opera Co. In 1958
Miss Kombrink was winner of the
Metrolopitan Opera's Auditions of
Winter-Davi- s
the Air and made her New York
City Center Opera debut in the
title role of Menotti's "Maria
To
Golovin." Critics and audiences
cheered her debut.
Michael Davis, violinist ana
She was the soprano soloist in
Daniel Winter, pianist will play a the nationwide production of the
violin-pianrecital Sunday eve- "Messiah" with the Mormon Choir
Nov.
22,
at 8:15 p.m. in
ning,
Memorial Chapel. The concert is
open to the public without charge.
Davis and Winter, both mem
bers of the Music Department
to Woosfaculty, are
ter audiences and have done con- certizing in this area and in the
by Jerry Meyer

Team

Present Recital

o

College Offers New Program

well-know- n

n Five Cultural

Area Studies

East.
From the first raising of the African flags on the battleFor students interested in the study of
will
be
played;
of
the
complaints
Three
Because
sonatas
many
an
that
warned
ments of Kauke, the campus collegiate was
the college now offers a new program called
noise in Scot Auditor- the composers represented are
the
about
weekend was approaching; and, indeed, Nov. ium during Chapel time, the SGA, Beethoven, Schubert and Ravel. Studies. The originator of this program and
13 and 14 were two unusual days for those participating in after much investigation and conSchubert's "Sonatina in D Ma faculty committee set up to administer it is Dr.
extra-ordinar- y

"Emphasis Africa." This intercol-legiate conference "designed to im-- .
part a 'New Perspective' regarding
Africa" involved not only 200
Wooster College delegates and 90
college delegates but
also many interested unofficial participants. The presence of about 25
native Africans lent an added vitality to the conference.
1

off-camp-

us

Planning Ahead
.

After many months of planning,
the conference officially began on
Friday at 4:15 p.m. with an openJim
ing welcome by
McHenry and an address by Dr.
George Loft, Vice President of the
African-AmericaInstitute. The
already-fas- t
pace of the conference
momentum
additional
given
was.
"Involve
challenge,
by Dr. Loft's
yourselves in the problems of Africa before they involve you."
Friday evening the conference
assembled to hear Mr. Emmanuel
Obe, the dynamic Head of Chancery at the Nigerian Embassy in.
Washington, D.C. His. talk relating Nigerian policy to
aroused many opinions
which delegates discussed at the informal reception afterward. At the
reception Mr. Obe and others were
incessandy besieged with questions
which they graciously answered
until almost' midnight.
Saturday, with its seminars and
co-ordinat-

or

n

Pan-Afri-canes- m

,

--

or SDeech
brought the conference to climax
and completion. For many, the
most exciting event was the pres
ence of two resource personnel for
the
apartheid
seminars, Mr.
George Houser, Executive Director
Director of the American Committee on African, and Mr. Louwrens
Buurman, Senior Information Officer for the Information Services
Bureau of the South African government. Buurman's visit was unplanned but welcomed by conference leaders. The two men presented very divergent views on the
problem of apartheid (separate development) in South Africa. Mr.
Houser stated, "Apartheid is not
just a South African problem; it
is universal." Those who heard
both men speak during the day became acutely aware of the deep
human feelings involved in the
e
problem and its
nature. Because of the United
States civil rights conflict, apartheid was one of the most relative
areas of emphasis.
Acute Problems
Saturday morning, Dr. John
Reilly of the Agency for International Development, gave a practical interpretation of "The Role
of A.I.D. in Africa." Later in the
afternoon, Dr. Fred G. Burke,
highly-explosiv-

(Continued on Page 3)

sideration announces the follow
ing:
Scot Auditorium is considered a part of the Chapel between
9:45 and 10:15 a.m. on Mondays,
1.

Tuesdays, Thursday, and Fridays.
2. Scot Auditorium is not to be
used as a haven for those students
who have no interest in Chapel
and are going to that building for
the sole purpose of fulfilling the

Chapel requirement.
3. The students in Scot are expected to pay the same respect to
their fellow students and the
Speaker as are those students in
the Chapel proper.

4. A certain amount of noise
can not be avoided, but continuous
conversation, running side comments about the Speaker, etc., will
not be tolerated.
The following steps toward correcting the problem in Scot will
be implemented:
1. Students may solve the prob
lem themselves by asking offenders
to please be quiet.
2. Offenders will be asked to
leave and their attendance slips
will be confiscated by members of
the Administration or Faculty who
have been attending Chapel in
Scot.

Cultural Area Studies (C.A.5.)
is an opportunity for students to
major in any one of five cultural
areas: Russia, South Asia, the Is
lamic World, the Far East and
Latin America. For the first four
areas the program permits only a
"B" or secondary major. There
fore the study of one of these areas
must be accompanied by an "A"
semble.
of the actual departBeethoven dedicated his "Sonata major in any
C.A.S. is not
of
college
the
No. 9 in A Major" to violinist Ru- ments
considered a department. An "A"
dolph Kreutzer, known to all asmajor in Latin American study
piring violinists for his book of
is available, however.
studies. Kreutzer did not perform
Nine of the 18 credit hours
the work, declaring it to be "outrageously unintelligible." The son- necessary for a "B" major in
ata is a show piece for both in- C.A.S. must be taken at Wooster.
struments, and Beethoven, on the These courses may concern any
title page, described the work as aspect of the area, its history, gova "sonata for piano with violin ernment, philosophy, or language.
obligato, written in a highly con- Only courses beyond the second
certed form as if a concerto."
semester in a language can count
Ravel's "Sonate" was written toward a C.A.S. major.
The balance of the credits may
for the French violinist Helene
Jourdan-MorhangIn this sonata be taken at other colleges and uniRavel tried to accentuate rather versities either in summer school
than hide the essential differences or in the student's junior year
between the violin as a string in under the Junior Year Abroad
strument and the percusaive piano. program. Although any college or
The second movement of the son- - university may be acceptable,
ate, entitled "Blues," shows Ravel's C.A.S. cooperates with the Great
experimentation with the sounds Lakes Colleges Association m send
of jazz. The final movement scores ing students to study centers in
the violin in funous perpetual mo Begota, Columbia, for Latin Am
tion while the piano takes the bulk erican study; in Beirut, Lebanon,
for Islam study; and in Tokyo,
of the thematic material.

jor, Op. 137, No. 1" is essentially
work in three
movements. The sonatina is a very
popular work for domestic music
making because of the ease in
Its
getting around the notes.
howis
danger,
simplicity
a
very
ever, and demands the utmost in
elegance and precision of enlight-hearte- d

e.

foreign lands
Cultural Area
head of the
Harold Smith.

Japan, for Far Eastern study. Dr.
Smith is liaison officer between the
association and the CA.S. at
Wooster.
This program is being offered
for the first time this year. Dr.
Smith, believing that a good liberal education requires a knowledge of the world at large, has
been working for 14 years to have
it established at Wooster. The
Great Lakes Colleges Association
has recommended that each member college specialize in one cultural area and that Wooster specialize in South Asian study. This
recommendation is now under
discussion.

Dr. Smith suggests that interested students start thinking and
planning for a major in C.A.S. at
the end of the freshman year or
quite early in the sophomore year,
to be able to complete the required
nine hours at Wooster before going abroad during the junior year.
At present the only major in the
new program is Betty Hollister,
a senior. Betty is majoring in the
South Asia division of Cultural
Area Studies and in religion. She
spent her junior year studying in
southern India, where she worked
on the course requirements for her
CA.S. major and gained valuable
first-han- d
experience in the cultural area.
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On the Rocks
by Walter Rockenstein
The election is over, but the shock waves it generated are only beginning to make
themselves felt on the American political scene. One of those waves struck the Congress
of the United States, and the probable effect will be a radical reform within the
House of Representatives. For in the House, the Democrats seized 47 Republican seats

n

while losing onlv 10 to GOP
challengers for a net gain of 37
seats. The liberal Democratic gain
was even greater since most of the
defeated Democrats were conserlegislation.
proposing
vative Southerners. The result is
But these arguments let the legislators off too easily. that Democratic House leaders beEach legislator has been elected to exercise his own initiative lieve they can de
and energy to make Wooster's student government meaning- liver 220 votes
)
ful and effective. We hope that the SGA legislature will be- for P r e s i dent
two
Johnson
come a more vital, effective body on this campus.
majority
over a
on almost any
far-reachi- ng

s

One of the most pleasant sights this football season,
aside from the return of the Scots to winning ways, was the
consistently fine performance of the 1964 Marching Band.
Under the leadership of Dr. Ling, the band members
brought credit to this school wherever they went. With its
auxiliary outfits, the McLeod Lassies, Pipe Band, and
Highland Dancers, the Band went to every road game, a
schedule many people did not realize. We
congratulate everyone concerned for a fine job done.
time-consumin-

g

Everyone seems to be getting
into the act of skipping our revolting meals so that someone
somehow less fortunate than
ourselves could benefit from the
financing. With Brotherhood
meals setting precedent our digestion is again urged to be slowed
through "Fast for Freedom'
Could it be that the average week
on next year's Scot Calendar will

read:

ly

Fine Performance

Word is out that the forthcoming student directories will be entitled "Who Was Where at Woos-

ter" .

50-memb- er

bi-week-

0::J VcrJ

by Stan Good

Wooster has at last arrived at near perfection or so
meeting of the
it would seem, judging from the
SGA Legislature last Sunday evening. In what was undoubtedly the shortest and least significant meeting of its
legislature rapidly disposed of the
history the
problems of the campus and adjourned. It will not reconvene until after Thanksgiving vacation, since the holiday
interval between meetings.
prolongs the customary
To those of us who have high goals for this college and
who find Wooster considerably less than Utopia, the apparent
satisfaction of the Legislature has been increasingly disturbing. This body should be the most powerful student organ
on campus, the students' primary instrument for action. Yet
meetings many matters of major import are
at its
not discussed. Last week, for example, our representative
body entertained a report from the Academic Board, a proposal to finance a concert, and a brief discussion about the
change from 2 cents to 5 cents in daily library fines. Usually
the few problems that do arise are discussed summarily, then
swiftly channeled into committees. Our Legislature is in danger of becoming very efficient without being very effective.
It is not die purpose of this newspaper to fasten the
blame for this failure on any few individuals; indeed, we
cannot be sure where the blame lies. It might be argued
that an apathetic campus engenders an apathetic representative body; in this sense we are all guilty. It is a rare Woos-teriawho makes his views known to his representative, or
who even knows who that representative is. Perhaps, too,
the executives of the SGA could take a more active role in
31-minu-

Tha
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issue.
Most of the
major news week-

lies

Time,

Newsweek,
News

U. S.

since the entrenched chairmen will
be battling for their lives. These
chairmen are well versed in the
political infighting of the House,
and their defeat will be extremely
difficult. There is real doubt that
he liberals can do the job alone.
But if President Johnson chooses
o come to their support, the liber

Readers Rehash Food, Conference, Noise
Thanks from Beloit
To the Wooster Student Body:

LlkbJ

have
Rocky
concluded that
this solid majority will do President Johnson no good because the
chairmen of most of the House
committees will still he Southern
Democrats who can and will block
his programs. This conclusion is
premature, for the very real pos- SlDMty exists mai uie senium

als will win. This time they have
the votes, and a little boost from
the President would be all they require. My guess is that President
Johnson will support them. He will
lose much of his legislative program if he does not, and we have
seen that LBJ is a man who does
not like to lose.

Mon: Starve for States Rights.
Tues: Emaciation for Emancipation.
Wed: Undernourish for the Underprivileged.
Thur: Emphasis Emptiness.
Fri: Annual Communist China
dinner. Note: In keeping with customs, anyone procuring more than
one half
cup of uncooked
rice will be bayonetted by the
waiter.
Sat: Food Service day off.
Sun: Annual waiter's strike.
Meals served from 10:30 p.m. to
2 a.m. Bring own trays.
But on second thought, this
program will never come to pass
at Woo. Food Service has its groceries ordered for the next year
and it is too late to change the
menus now.

In attending the Emphasis Af- nca conterence this past week
end in addition to meeting many
of you personally, let me say here
that it was an extreme pleasure
while at the same time being in
formative.
You may well be proud of your
student body because you
us as being very helpful
and quite friendly. Thank you
again for a wonderful weekend
and a well organized conference.
Sincerely,
Jim Winkates
im-pres-

se

sure was in learning further about
your fine College. As parents of a
freshman who chose Wooster, we
were, naturally, I'm sure, not absolutely certain that his choice was
the best. Since our visit, when we
were able to see Wooster in action,
we have become hearty supporters
of the College.
It is unfair, we realize, to
enumerate our experiences as if
these points are the only strong
points you have. On the other
hand, we'd like to tell you that we
enjoyed and were highly impressed by: (not necessarily in
order of importance)
a) the liberal studies class;
b) Dr. Lowry's straightforward
message to the parents;
c) an exciting football game
(good scheduling!) ;
d) a stirring performance and
interpretation of "The Cave Dwel-

and boiled bologna.
She told our young man that in
20 years as supervisor superior she
had never copied a menu, but always created a new one each
week. He believed her for he felt
even one of her limited imagination couldn't possibly repeat the
same mistakes twice in a row. She
stressed what a good deal the student was getting financially. Our
friend disagreed for he felt $2.20
a day was more than the meals
were worth.

system which gives the Southerners their power will be abolished
in the new Congress.
In spite of its painstaking efforts to consider the best
The seniority system, introduced
Beloit College
interests of the students in planning the new men's dorms early in this century as part of
the Administration has overlooked a significant segment of the revolt against the absolute
First Step
Wooster's population: the independent men. As the largest power of the Speaker, has come To the Editor:
under increasing fire from the
On behalf of the Central Plan- single group of individuals who will be displaced by the
liberal Democrats, who point to ning U)mmittee ol rjJVlr'fiAM;)
requirement for all students to live on campus, these men two major weaknesses of the sys- AFRICA, I wish
to thank those
should have received special consideration. Instead, current tem. First, it gives power to Con students and faculty members who lers";
e) Mr. Asbury's message (and
plans will place the majority of them in Douglass Hall, while gressmen from typical districts, gave so generously of their time

A Ninth Section?

frosh will inhabit the more comfortable Andrews Hall, and
dorms.
most section men will reside in the three brand-neThus section men gain great advantage by virtue of their belonging to a section, and, conversely, independent men will
find themselves at a disadvantage because they have not
chosen to join a section. This will very likely result either
in welding
men into a virtual Ninth Section or
in effectively removing the freshman's option to join or not
to join a section.
One of the major reasons given by the Administration
for the new dormitory ruling is that it will promote "beneficial exchange of ideas" between men who now do not come
in contact with one another. Administrators say that the
present
men, including almost all
students, have a great deal to offer section members who do
not ordinarily come in contact with them. We agree that this
"exchange of ideas" which the Administration hopes to promote geographically could be very profitable. Yet we
not understand how the residence of the
men in
Douglass will promote exchange between them and section
members living in three other dorms.
We feel that the Administration would do well to consider the plan of maintaining Douglass as a freshman dorm,
permitting independent men to live in Andrews Hall. While
this would probably not accomplish the "exchange of ideas"
much more effectively it would at least remove the resi
dential disadvantage of choosing to be an independent man
w
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ANNE GRIGSBY,

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

ALEXANDRA KEITH, Managing Editor
RONALD WIRICK,
Newsfeature Editor
BARBARA BOYCE, News Editor

DOUG EDER, Business Manager
ELDEN MILNES, Ad Manager
ANN ABRAMS,
Editor
ALICE BIEBEL,
Co-Circulati-

MAMIE BRYAN, First Page Editor

JIM McHENRY, Second Page Editor
STEPHEN AVAKIAN, Sports Editor
BONNIE CONRAD,
Assistant News Editor

Co-Circulati-

on

on

Editor

SUE VAIL,
Assistant First Page Editor
ROSEMARY BAUER,
Exchange Editor
.

"safe" districts, and enthusiasm toward making the
rural districts, big city machine conference a success.
districts, and Southern districts.
The help students offered in
It in fact penalizes districts with attending to the innumerable desystem since tails
a strong
prior to and during the confrom
such districts ference
Congressmen
was especially appreciated.
rarely remain in Congress the 2o
It is the sincere hope of the
or so years required to become a
EMPHAcommittee chairman. Second, point Planning Committee that
be
the
SIS
AFRICA
will
first in
out the liberals, the committee
of
Internationally oriented
chairman under the seniority sys a series
conferences
to be held at the Coltem is not responsible to the party
Wooster.
EMPHASIS
lege
of
leadership who are trying to pass
must be viewed as a cona program approved by the people.
first step in this direc
structive
He is responsible only to his own
district. The usual answer to these tion, not as an end m itself.
I am personally grateful for all
arguments is that they may be true
the
generous remarks that have
but no better system exists, and
been
addressed to me as confersince the liberals have not had the
I believe, howvotes to change things they have ence
makes obvious
that
tide
ever,
my
watched and fumed while the com
mittee chairmen buried their legis what my job entailed and I wish
to pass these compliments along
lation
The liberals have had enough, to the members of the Central
and they intend to overthrow the Planning Committee, whose indiold system. This revolt against the vidual contributions to EMPHAseniority system was brewing while SIS AFRICA were awesome, and
I was in Washington last semester. to whom the credit for the conCongressman-at-Larg- e
Neil Staeb-ler- ( ference can jusdy be given.
EMPHASIS AFRICA was many
Democrat from Michigan re
cently defeated by George Romney different things to many different
in the Michigan gubernatorial people but on one premise I think
race), a member of the liberal all will agree: it did impart a
Democratic Study Group, told us "New Perspective," concerning Af
in a seminar, that the liberal Demo- rica and opened many realms for
crats were seriously considering a investigation to the inquiring
the ap- mind.
plan to place control-ev- er
Jim McHenry
pointment of committee chairmen
Conference
Democratic
of
the
hands
in the
caucus. This plan has now been
Pleased Parents
broueht into the open by Kep
To
the
Editor:
Richard Bohng of Missouri, tie
This letter is written to thank
has sent a letter to most of his
Democratic colleagues in the newly the College of Wooster for a very
elected House urging elimination enjoyable time during Parents'
of the seniority system for choos- Weekend.lt was a great pleasure
ing committee chairmen and argu- and a fine experience to be with
ing for placing control in the you for a brief period.
In retrospect, though, we find
hands of the Speaker and the
we are thanking you for what you
Democratic caucus.
Can the liberals push the re- are, not for a special type of hosform through? The battle will pitality to the ones who are paying
most certainly be a rugged one, the bills. Our real and deep plea
i.e.,

one-part- y

.

two-part- y

AF-RIC-

co-ordinat-

or.

Co-ordinat-

I

or

A

Here is the moral of this story.
In order to prevent a wide gap be
tween our student body and our
food service, such as the one described in the story, tell your din
ing room supervisor after each
meal what you think of the food.
Our hero has attempted to relieve
his indigestion in this way, but
unfortunately has been unable to
locate the supervisor at the end
of the meal (because she flees to
your opportunity to- discuss his the safety of the kitchen before he
message) ;
can catch her).
f) the friendly attitude of the
Mike Herrett
students and the faculty to one an
John Youngblood
other;
g) the beauty of the ;girls; and
h) the spirit of the men of
Westminster House.
Tomb, Frenzy
To the Editor:
Thank you again.
In its place, I suppose noise is
Very sincerely yours,
C. F. Hammer
a fine thing. Some people probably
couldn't be happy without cereal
and popping to them
Tomato Soud. Buildina Blocks
the
in
morning, and conversational
To
little alarm clocks
Once upon a time there was a them to sleep; however, there are
young man who was discontent also places where noise is not a
with the food being served at his fine thing, (i.e., places that are not
college. He went to talk to the "its place"). Conservative opinion
supervisor superior in charge of might put graves and libraries in
food service about this matter. He this category. Admittedly, there
.1
14 1 can11 Wf
wooster a
was very impressed by her warm are tnose whoa
welcome. She told him that she social tomb, but for busding inter
was most interested in pleasing the personal relations, the Andrews
students, and would be very un- Library challenges Old Home
happy if they weren't absolutely Week in Shamokin, Pa. Here we
delighted with the delicious cuisine have for your nighdy entertainment: frolicking, bare-foo- t
races
that she prepared.
Although he became a bit ap- and chases to die electric underprehensive due to her broad smile current of excited (or at least unand large shovel, our undaunted modulated) whispers. Games of
friend put his Questions to her infinite variety: fetch the folio,
without delay. He asked her how snatch the sneaker;
g
she could serve toasted cheese
sandwiches (commonly called
relaA certain
"building blocks") with tomato tionship between the social tomb
soup for lunch. She replied that and the librarial frenzy is implied.
she knew it was a favonte of the The utter pathos of a social life so
students. At this point our hero starved that it desperately savors
questioned her contact with those the paltry and insipid
she served. She said that she had
of a study situation altried to vary the type of soup with most softens the
of
these sandwiches, but she had the Serious Stude to
e
learned that this was the corabina behavior in a supposed "higher
tion. Out boy told her this was learning" atmosphere. Without a
true because tomato soup softens doubt, the library turbulence could
these hard, cold hunks of bread be constructively channeled to purmost efficienUy. Also, it is ex poseful socializing somewhere else.
tremely difficult to stuff one of If Billy really enjoys pulling Suzy's
them into a bottle of milk in order pigtails (the names have been
to render it palatable. The dis changed to protect the
cussion continued in this manner
from behind his I.S.
concerning the tasty treats of spam
on Page 6)
-

snap-crackl-

e-

thVtoff

tick-tockin-

g

carrel-crashin-

g,

date-rehashin-

cause-and-effe-

ct

crumb-opportuniti-

semi-revulsi-

es

on

fifth-grad-

over-innocen-t)

car-(Continu-
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Okerlin Boohstore
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college.

Shortages Stopped
Mr. Long has the usual
of college bookstore man
agers. Orders coming in from the
professors in May for books cannot take into account the students
who will change their minds and
the freshmen. Also, with 15 sec
tions of Freshman English whose
professors order independently for
BPnaratp
r.iirnculums. there is
much overlapping. Nevertheless,
the store buys one book per stu
dent enrolled even though a sur
plus of books might result.
Most miblishers no longer re
fuse to accept book returns, and
manv have become quite liberal,
even though they do not usually
take the books bacK until spring,
leavins the store with approxi
mately $15,000 in inventory. The
onlv wav to stop overstocking,
said Mr. Long, would be for the
administration to limit enrollment
in specific courses. Generally, how- ever, mere is no prumem wiui upper division courses, and all short
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During the short rush times of
September and February, Long
w
hires efficient grocery clerks to
check out books, and pays young
considers students' tips and sug- - faculty wives to help new students
gestions
find things, btudents are often
BOOKSTORE is located adjacent to the campus in a relatively square
OBERLIN'S CO-O- P
Upstairs, beside the coffee house hired at this time as baggers. Long
building. The main floor consists of three smaller stores whose walls have been removed.
was a whole room for what the requires that the employees be
The second floor is used for an office, used book department, and coffee house.
people "who have a knack of getting along with the students."
sizeable profit to survive, and for MORE ON
BLOODLESS FACULTY
Profits, Progress
this reason maintains a large and
EMPHASIS AFRICA
Healthy Wooster students
In 1964 the store did $350,000 diverse stock of miscellaneous sup1)
(Continued
blood
Pago
from
of
pints
116
donated
appreciated African Dinner
worth of business of which $210,-00- 0 plies.
Red
Studies
East
chairman
for
African
to the Wayne County
Dr. Georsre Hadsel concluded
Our interview with Mr. Long
was from boob, $105,000
Cross Blood Bank on Tuesday, from supplies, and the balance left us with no doubt whatever that Program, spoke on "East Africa the conference with an address on
Transition or Transformation.'
Nov. 3. One hundred seventy- - from music. Profit for the year aggressive merchandising, as he
Africa in World Politics. Jim Mc- one persons reported to Lower reached $11,000. Oberlin is a town put it, was the key to the store's His talk concerned the native Afri- - Henry summed up our efforts of
Babcock to give blood, but of 8,000, not including 2,200 stu- success. He runs the book store cans' problems in adopting a wes- - the weekend with the motto from
55 were deferred for reasons dents. There is no competing book- to fulfill the needs of the cus- tern industrial culture while re- - the American Field Service:
ranging from colds to anestore or music shop, so many rely tomers, Oberlin students, with the taining a basically African way of "Walk together, talk together, all
mia.
especially school philosophy that "You've got to roll life. After this full dose of stimu- ye peoples of the earth, and
on the Co-olating events and ideas, Food Ser- - only then will you have peace."
The College of Wooster
teachers. Since it is an independent with the students" to be
. r. .a
.
.
.
1.1 us - .! a mucn-- vice proviaea
wiin
Blood Program Committee,
it is our hope that .intmphasis At- enterprise, the Co-o- p must make a
nca brought people together to
which includes Diane Oberdo
just that; we walked and talked
lin, Elizabeth Colton, Mike
and, indeed, gained a "New PerCox and Doug Topping, orspective" on the problems of Afriproganized the blood donor
cans in the universal search for
gram in cooperation with the
world peace. In the broader sense,
the
of
Chapter
County
Wayne
"Emphasis Africa" was not
American Red Cross. The
i
h
(f
ii
tl
Jl
III
to be merely a
blood given was taken to the
conference.
for
Blood Center in Cleveland
.

CUTS CHECK

official

HHl-tu-

she

ute,

acuity members and four civil- lans" (townspeople). The board
sets basic policy and hires the
general manager.
Because the capital required is
larger than what can be raised by
selling memberships, the Book- nine
tore has sold three, six1 and
AAA 4ff
year notes, presenuy &yu,wu
worth outstanding, and borrows
fmm hanks. If the store were Sub
sidized bv the college all this capi
tal would not have to be raised
in such a manner, but the store
is completely independent and has
absolutely no connection with the

III.

for first

will be
semester
available for students to ex
amine on Saturday, Dec. 5,
from 10 to 12 noon and 1
to 5 p.m. in the Blue Room of
the Library.
The Chapel Committee also
rftmindt students that the
policy on remaining in the
1964-6- 5

vestibule areas during Chapel
programs does not constitute
attendance at Chapel. This is
the same regulation that was
in effect last year.

ages are filled in from 10 days
to two weeks.
Walking around the store, we
noticed the books arranged ac-

cording to subject, not publisher,
as in some other college bookstores. We asked the book department head if she found this inconvenient. While this arrangement
did require more work in re
ordering stock, she said, it was
worth it. The students browse
more this way, can compare prices
more effectively and hence sales
have increased greatly. In order

up-to-the-min-
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in-tend-
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testing and distribution to
hosiptals. Wayne County's
three hospitals receive the
blood on regularly scheduled
deliveries.
Student donors were treated to free lunches and a rest
period after giving blood.
Faculty donors were Mr.
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Seeks Senior
To Replace Barnett

V-I-

$

Lowell Bourns, Dr. Daniel Cal-

houn, Miss Katherine
born and Dr. John

SKrU

Dear-

manager calls "hurt" paperbacks
slightly used books at discount
prices, also arranged by subject.
Used books purchased from students are also sold here, as well
as damaged paintings and rare

WW ft!
-
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CENTRAL
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AREA

OF FIRST FLOOR

features texts arranged according to subject.

books.

Trained Professionals
Textbooks follow the list prices,
Mr. Long told us. He feels that a
17 percent markup is the minimum (20 percent less 3 percent
freight), that profits must come
from other areas. Paperbacks are
sold at the standard markup of
25 to 40 percent. Trade books,
however, roughly distinguished by
their fancy paper jackets, are not
sold at the standard 40 percent
markup, but 20 percent, for the
sake of the students.
Long emphasized that no price
controls can be set by the publisher, who only suggests prices.
Any student who feels he is being
cheated, said Long, is shown the
actual invoices without hesitation.
The bookstore hires trained pro
e
and two
fessionals, one
in the book department
part-tim- e
ordering, pricing and
handle
to
general
stocking. Two full-tim- e
full-tim- e
clerks
clerks and three
bus
and
music,
record
the
fnr
full-tim-

Women Can Mix Math, Motherhood,
Scots Find At MIT Science Symposium

ed

nd

-I

Rich Barnett's term of two
years at Ewing Christian College
at Allahabad, India, will end this
coming April. The Wooster-in-Indi- a
Committee is now accepting
applications from senior men who
have shown a great interest in the
WII program. These applications
must be returned to Pete Griswold
by Dec. 9, 1964.
wooster s representative in Ew
ing Christian College teaches at
least two courses in the following
helds of subject matter: religion,
English, philosophy, history and
political science. He also helps the
coaching staff at Ewing in either
track or soccer. He is in charge
of a men's dorm in a capacity
similar to our Senior Resident
system.

In addition to these specific iobs
Rich helps in the administration
of the Wooster-in-Ewin- g
Club, a

by Debbie Evans and Marilyn Amstutz
Symposium for American Women in
Three weeks ago we were delegates to two-da- y
sociauon domestic poUcies. The small Woos-Science and Engineering at M.l.l. Ihis conlerence, sponsored ny tne m.1.1.
of Women Students, drew 280 delegates from all 50 states and Puerto Rico. Contrary to ter library made up of the books
popular belief, these lovelies were not loud, masculine creatures witn uiick glasses wno

S hSTSSto S

.

live in blue jeans and plaid shirts
A few of the speakers were
We were pleased to discover Mary Bunting, president of Rad-cliffcharming and intelligent people
Julius Stratton, president of
just like us!
M.I.T., Bruno Bettelheim and Alice
The purpose of this gala affair Rossi of the University of Chicago,
was to explore the question: "Can Jessie Bernard of Penn State,
Co
a woman fulfill simultaneously her Madame Chien Shiung Wo of

are becoming essential to any pro

ATTENTION, SENIOR MEN
ession.
Applications for the
Yet even the most able woman
program are now
can expect to meet discrimination
If
you are Interavailable.
"
if she is entering a
ested in spending the next
occupation such as law, medicine,
two years in India teaching
accounting, sciense and engineerat Ewing Christian College,
obligation to a career, her family, lumbia, and Eric Enkson from ing. The median salary for a wo
Peter Griswold
a year less please contact 262-698and herself?" Although our dis- Harvard. We had every opportun man is $2,000-53,00(Korner
Klub
for
cussions centered on scientific ity to meet these people, and in than that of a man of equal ability
and
application
lunch
and training. This is partially due
professions, we feel that the con- fact, we were honored to
blanks.
of
mother
Gilbreth,
Lillian
with
to
of
to the fact that employers are pay
interest
clusions drawn are
everyone, including our Wooster the "Cheaper by the Dozen" fam ing for both performance and po
men who, after all, may marry ily.
: u
mj kJsent to Ewing last year and sup- women some day!
Pregnant Programmers
ported by die money donated in
We decided the most vital in her tendency to drop out for 0
years past to the library fund is
n
i .
.i
i thtf thA
i
gredient to a woman's success is ycaia lis icai a lauiiiy. uui uvw
I AmnnivAH amHi anminiflranH
;
the
fact
consider
the
employer
ever
to
commitment to her profession,
,
.
.
her home, and to herself. Since that women live longer and could
and
many
vacabons
PunnS
future!
make
the
the
time
in
.
un
she is a minority in her work, she
me return inp mere are
during
i
...l-- iui
..
.
ucaur
me
is
wnuic
uiuuiciu
must be truly dedicated. In New
w tnmui
however, if you choose the
m11"ess oppommiues
York City a group of women work solved,
a and to continue special study pre--Tt .
ing for IBM are known as the
grams in Indian culture, language,
ao
"Pregnant Programmers." As their
religion, politics and internaUonal
...:n:
name suggests, these ladies have
over
; relations. Rich. has traveled
ntntl,iT is
nfl
fto say
,
Be quiet
Mother
M
T
lflAAA
been doubly successful.
j000.
flone and
An intelligent woman soon be thinking!" on occasion, then the
U
coun- Eastern
.f9"
of a successful home
comes bored and frustrated with probability
,
.
tnp.
on
He
has
his
return
tnes
f g
i
y
merely washing windows and bak
'
also continued his study in com
ing bread. To guarantee the sanity
"omun
parative religions and in Hindi.
Regardless of what a woman s I
of herself and of her family she
J
needs the outside interest and con- decision is concerning how she bling neady squelched by a male
tact which a profession can pro will combine marriage and her who casually mentioned that one
career, she must remember that of the most impressive and inspir-he- r
vide.
most important task is to be ing speakers of the Symposium
The second ingredient for sue
had spent the cast three years
cess is ability and training. To sue herself that is to be a woman!
and
a ing in New York Gty while her
that marriage
ceed in a highly demanding pro
fession a woman needs both out career are not mutually exclusive, husband worked in the south and
shown in her off ice on the first
e,
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James F. Long looked the part of on "aggressive merchandiser" as he sat in the
Coffee Shop that occupies the attic of the Oberlin Bookstore and lucidly explained how his
store operates. The Oberlin Bookstore, he said, is a genuine cooperative owned by the
consumers, including students. Students pay $1.00 per year membership and non- uwuos
cievi to
stuaenis
j demands
j andi ticket sections are employed.
j
. , ixic
, o.w.
.
,
anticipate student
,
a board of four studente

'OWW yififim
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Editor's Note: Two members of the "Voice editorial board, Al Arfken and Alex Keith, as well
as "Voice photographer Tim Kramer, and Paul Brown, head of the SGA Bookstore committee,
traveled to Oberlin this week to observe the workings of that college s obviously successful Bookstore,
in hopes that some constructive solutions might be reached regarding our own.
by Alex Keith
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MRS. PRISCILLA SCOTT,

HEAD OF THE BOOK. DEPARTMENT

is

floor of the bookstore. Other offices for the manager and bookkeeper are

building.

in the rear of the

ced

standing talent and quality educa and enthusiastic about really prov- - visited their "home" during his
tion. Graduate work and PhD's ing it, we found our excited bab- - vacations. (7est la Vie!
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Vandersall Sparks I
Woosfler Defense, Team Spirit
Co-Capt-

ain

I

v

i

Reviewer Compares Theatrical, Religious Art In Display
1

,r n

by Diane Yunck
The exhibitions at the Art Center, BoydelFs Shakespeare Gallery
done at the beginning of the 19th
Century, and The Stations of the
Cross, by Dick Swift, a product
of the 20th Century, provide a unique opportunity for the comparison of two distinct theories of
representation. Both series spring
from a basic concept, the expression of emotion.
Actually there are two kinds of

1

by Bill White
One of the prime reasons for
the winning record of the 1964
Scot football team was Bruce Vanfrom Akdersall, senior
having
of
a
thought
ron. The
charging Vandersall bearing down
shook many an opposition quarterback, some of whom had the unenviable experience of not even
being able to turn around and set
descended.
before the
co-capta-

185-pound-

in

lege students and his real goal
is to be a coach.
"It was the latter part of my
junior year when I finally decided I wanted to be a coach. My
older brother is a coach, a good
friend is one also, and I've always
liked sports so I guess it's a natural thing for me."

er

Four Rules for Defense
Bruce started playing football
at Coventry High School in Akron. At Wooster he played what
was known as the "monster"- position this past year. His role resembled that of a roving fielder on a
softball team. Earlier in the season, Vandersall discussed his position and reflected on some of the
things around him at Wooster.
"I have four rules for my position. If the offense lines up strong
to one side, I follow. If the ball is
on the hash mark, I play the open
side of the field. If the ball is
played from the middle of the
field, with a balanced line, I play
left. And last, if an end is split
to one side, I play the opposite
side."
When he is not playing the
"monster" position, Bruce is studying or passing time in Sixth Secis major
tion. The Scot
ing in Physical Education and
hopes to earn his Master's next
year. He would like to teach col- -

co-capta-

in

Vandersall has played four years
on the Scot team and has picked
up some insights of coaching.
"I like the way football is taught
here. I have the greatest respect
for Coach Shipe and his staff. The
Coach is not only interested in
building winning records, he is
interested in building men. He
has always reminded us that if
there were a button he could push
to fire us up before a game he
would never push it, because he
views it as a vital element of our
maturation process to get ourselves
ready. Some of the other coaches
around the league wouldn't play
the game this same way."
Basketball, Football Camp
Vandersall is doing his I.S. on
camping. He thinks he might like
to set up an athletic camp during
the summer while he is not teaching.
"My brother, a friend and I
have thought about setting up a
camp for basketball or football.
AH of us know some coaches. We
would invite them to send their
boys to our camp and would guar--

v
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BARE

A collection of stamp issues
commemorating Shake speare's
400th birthday is also on display
at the Art Center. Mr. Leo T. Kis- sell, a Wooster graduate, organized
this collection for the STARPEX-Philateli- c
Exhibit held last month
in Canton. To explain the display,
Mr. Kissell has prepared a text
blending biographical, technical,

1965 SCOT CAPTAIN
195-poun-

j

3

co-capta-

Bruce Vandersall

antee to send them back in top
physical shape and with some
knowledge of the game."
During Vandersall's four years
at Wooster his parents have never
missed a football game. "One year
we played Hobart in New York.
My parents left Akron Friday and
made it for game time."
Bruce's greatest experience has
been "the people I have met here
and the friends I have made. I
have been well satisfied with the
opportunities at Wooster."
When he was asked if there was
anything he would add to the College of Wooster, he reflected a
minute and answered with a grin.
"Yes, one small thing a new
field house."
--

Soccer

co-capta-

Our

ins

Wall
Streeter

Action is slated to get underway in what appears to be an
improved Kenarden intramural
basketball league on Tuesday, Dec.
1. The number of teams has been
raised over last year from six to
seven. This is due to the fact that
Sixth has such an abundance of
strong players that they have decided to field two teams in the
"A" League instead of one. Other
teams in the league will represent
First, Second, Third, Fifth and
Seventh Sections.
Sixth AA must be rated as the
favorite as they have their entire
starting lineup returning from a
team that tied for first with
Seventh in the regular season before losing a playoff and then won
the annual tournament. Returning
are juniors Tom Cooper (10.5
ppg) and Rick Curtis (9.9 ppg) to
head the attack. Seniors Bill Cuck- ler and Bruce Vandersall will sup
ply board strength and Chuck
Manning adds his good outside
shot. They have sophomores Frank
Moore and Chuck Miller from last
year's junior varsity squad and
three strong sophomores from last
year's Frosh League in Ed Piper
17.6 ppg), Mike Henry (14.3
ppg) , and Larry Ramseyer to
round out the team.

aeffer (19.5 ppg) returning along
with his brother Jim (9.7 ppg),
Joe Bowden (12.0 ppg), Jim
Christy and Tom Holdren. Second,
a team which ended strong win
ning three of its last four games,
has its first string returning in
cluding last year's fourth best scor- FROSH WINS CROWN

Judy Widener, freshman,
will be crowned Sweetheart
of Ohio DeMolay tomorrow
in Columbus. Chosen as first
runner-u-p
at a state DeMolay
convention last summer, Judy
now assumes the 1964 title
because of the resignation of
the former Sweetheart.

Now Complete!

next

ins

Eric Fagans and Jim Justin. Second also has excellent backcourt
men in Beck, Jim Evans (7.1 ppg) ,
John Pierson and Bill Michel.
Fifth lost two strong scorers in
Ralph Schreiber and Ben Lee by
graduation, but they have two men
off last year's varsity in Jay Carr
and Bob Blough. Other new, but
welcome faces in the Delt lineup
will be senior Tucker McClung and

Four to Watch

First, Second, Fifth and Sixth
A all appear to be strong conten
ders. First has its entire starting
team back from last year's 6-- 5
sea
team. Ihey have the 1963-6son s leading scorer in John Sch

Shop now and avoid
last minute crowds
and depleted stocks,

Poff.

emotion involved: the emotion in
the Shakespeare prints is theatrical, staged, or second hand, so to
speak, whereas the emotion in the
Swift series is profoundly religious. Swift describes the agony of
a man claiming to be God and
who can sufficiently describe such
a combination of spirit and human? Boydell, one must remem
ber, copied the subject matter

5.

gh

ago.

3rd, 7th Underdogs
Third and Seventh appear to be
if there are any in
the also-ranthis year's league. The Rabbis,
who finished 9 last year, lost
their top scorer in Barry Terjeson,
but they do have veterans Jim
Poff (7.9 ppg), Jim O'Brien, Dave
Warner and John Mclnroy back.
Dick Elder is up from the B team
and sophomores Bob Jones and
Tim Weckesser should supply
needed board strength and could
make Third a contender.
Seventh, last vear's reeular sea- son champ, was hardest hit by
graduation as thev lost starters Jim
Hartley, Dave Mavne, Dave Chit-tick and George Davis along with
their top reserve John Bovnton.
The only veteran returning is sen
s,

3--

er in the league, Bob Beck (12.2
ppg). They have good board
strength with Paul Key (9.4 ppg),

are

season will be Lance Rebello,
Fred Hicks, and goalie Jim

sophomore Rich Poling, who averaged 14.1 ppg in last year's freshman league. Joe Ferrante and
Dave Myer are the only returnees
from their team a year ago which
Dale Antram, who
finished 6-averaged. 11.4 ppg in the Trolley
League, should help their scoring
punch.
Sixth A will be no pushover either as they have Terry Heaphy
and Al Hyzer from the JV squad
and Tony Hewitt (7.4 ppg), Dave
Miner, Craig Smith and Bill
from their A team a year
Mc-Collou-

Christmas
Selections

Shoes for
Men

Outlook Favors Sixth In Kenarden League
by Dennis Goettel

the Man, the Plays and the
Stamps. Avid stamp collectors
should know that this collection
has received a First Place award
and the American Topical Society
Award.
Art Baxaar
Preparations for the Annual
Christmas Art Bazaar are in full
swing. The bazaar, from Dec. 118,
includes original prints, handmade
pottery, as well as enamelware.
This is a great opportunity to purchase original art work. The preview of the bazaar can be seen
at the museum now.

Prizewinning Stamps

d
George Bare,
linebacker, was elected captain of the 1965 Wooster
football squad at a meeting
of the team last Monday.
Bare is a native of Petosky,
Michigan and succeeds
Bruce Vandersall
and Walt Blaich. At the athletic banquet Wednesday evening, the coaching staff announced that 37 letters had
been awarded.

u

literary and artistic material on

from paintings of other artists,
thus limiting his creativity, but
he mirrors the art of his times,
emotion through exaggeration and
refinement of what actually exists.
Swift builds on a different foundation. Instead of adding imagination to what is already visible, he
reverses the process, giving reality
to spirit and imagination.

.

ior Dave Carpenter. The remain
ing starting lineup will come from
among seniors Jim Alexander,
ohn McDougald and Barry
rench, junior John Searfoss, and
sophomores Larry Hanawalt, Bud
oshua and Nate bmith.

and
Any Scot May

Charge

$1
Midnite

ral

n.

145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio

TAYLOR SHOES

The Peanuts Gang-They- 're
Hilarious!!

The Trolley or "B" League will
also get started on Dec. 1 with
0 teams instead of last year s six.
Third and Seventh will each field
wo teams while others will be
rom First, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth
and the Faculty. The Freshman
eague will not start until after
Christmas.
all-intramu-

DIAMOND MERCHANTS

Brown or Black

Trolley League Rolls

At the end of the season there
are plans for an
single elimination tournament. The
season in each league will consist
of a double round-robi-

It!

Charles

T.

Schultz' Riotous

Success Is On Display
AT

THE

COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

"There's Nothing Like a Good Laugh
But These Are Ridiculous!"

Fine Food

Alexander's
UNIQUE COOKERY

"Since 1925"
132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO
for Reservations
Phone 263-478- 6
Continuous Service
7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Wednesday

X

SECTIONS!!

Christmas Party Rtstrva-lion- s
Should Bo Madt

"

Immtdiatoly at
NADELIN'S,

Your Complete
Catering Service.

4

'

mo

eioosTtw

Reservations?

Phone

263-280-

6
FACE IT.
SLACKS GET FOCUS.

NOVEMBER

YOU WILL TOO

4

WHEN YOU GET STRIDE

Rock Hudson

Doris Day

DISCOVER A WONDERFUL

18-2-

SLACKS. LONG, LEAN,
SILHOUETTE

in

CALL

"SEND ME NO FLOWERS"

explore our heavenly

New styles arrive daily!

tion.

around

there's so much to choose from
remember

...

It it's NEW,

FLAIR TRAVEL

it's at

.

.

NOVEMBER 29- - DECEMBER

346

E.

Bowman St.

ON

BY

OSHKOSH SPORTSWEAR.

.

1

"OF HUMAN BONDAGE"
Kim Novak

COMING
DECEMBER

THE SQUARE

ITS GUARANTEED

2(53-780- 1

or

Betdalt decided

FROM $4.95. QUALITY?

"ROUSTABOUT"

.

and
.

FOR STRIDE SLACKS,

in

Browse
.

N WEAR

AT BETTER STORES

NOVEMBER 25-2- 8
Elvis Presley

collec-

shopping's easy and fun

AND WASH

FABRICS. BETTER ASK

World of Fashion
Come in

FIT.

YOUR KIND OF COLORS,

Sportswear Dept.

Second Floor

9, 10, 11, 12

See Jan Sayer

"BECKET"

(Our Campus Representative)

Richard Burton
Peter O'Toole

Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879

,
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Voice Sports- -

bog Season

Begins

V '
: ;

by Ron llelll

m

Barely has the dust settled from a fine football season than it is
time for the Wooster sport fan wherever he may be to turn his
interest from the pigskin to the roundball. Those who refuse to believe that basketball is upon us should note that by the time the next
Voice is out, Wooster's basketball season will already be four games

I

--

Wife;

S

'

hi Tr
if

V

old.

ft

An even more appropriate excuse for this column, however,
is the official Basketball Open House and Sock Hop tomorrow
evening in Severance Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m. At this time the

Co-c-

Fighting Scot basketball squad will be introduced and
will run through some of their offensive and defensive patterns
or others of us who may
for the enlightenment of the "Lib-ra- t'
is the way the
still be clinging to the notion that
1964-6- 5

"run-and-sho-

game Is played.
This winter Scot basketball enters its fourth year under Al Van
Wie, assistant professor of physical education and balding basketball
philosopher. When asked about his formative years as Scot head
.
.1
"V
Al ;
memur, riiUaciii. ru.
is quiun. iu uiic uie ux m tampaigu ao a. lung wur
ter," but points out that both the material and the coaching have im
proved in the ensuing seasons.
That first season Wooster went 5 and 17, but continued improve
ment has been the mark of Van Wie's succeeding teams. The next
winter saw Dave Guldin blossom to become the Ohio Conference's
season also saw
sixth leading rebounder as a sophomore. The '62-'6- 3
both
guard and
playing
letter
Wooster
first
Grant Sherwood earn his
forward. As seniors, Guldin and Sherwood or "Dusty" and "Weed"
this year
as they are perhaps better known will serve as
for the Fighting Scots.
In 1963 Wooster nearly got its first winning season under Van
t
Wie a loss to Baldwin-Wallac- e
in the first round of the UAL
10-1record. 1962 also marked the ar
giving the Scots a
rival of several products of Van Wie's recruiting efforts; Buddy Harris
and Bill Gribble were among the most notable frosh that winter.
The next summer Coach Van Wie went to school to earn his
master's degree at Northern Michigan University. And it's a moot

1964-6- 5

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
xDec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

ns

1

WOOSTER BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Open House
Heidelberg

21

2
5
8

Kenyon
at Hiram

10

Ashland

12
17

Alumni

8
19

1

--

ed

1

7

All-Ohi-

1-3-

-1

1."

at Muskingum

Hartwick

Capital

Oberlin
Exam Break

at

2
5

B--
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As Gridders Trample Oberlin
by Dennis Goettel

Freshman halfback Mike Gordon had the best day of
his young college career as the Wooster Scots ended their
1964 football season with a 20-- whitewash of Oberlin on
the Yeomen's home field last Saturday. The speedster from
0

Columbus East, who before the
1. . 1
11.
game was listed as a aouDiiui
knee
of
because
injury,
a
starter
riddled the Oberlin line for 216
yards in 27 carries and scored two
touchdowns. It was the 13th win
for the Scots in their last 14 games
with Oberlin.
The victory was Phil Shipe's
80th since coming to Wooster and
also gave the Scots their first winning season since 1961 with a 4

Rod Dingle, and freshman John
Blaser, the second-hal- f
star of the
Capital game, out of action. However, the Scots seemed to show no
ill effects as they kicked off to
Oberlin to start the game, threw
Yeomen runners for three straight
losses, and forced them to get
away a short punt which went out
of bounds on the Oberlin 31. It
took the Scots only five plays to
cross the Oberlin coal line as Go
run for
don reeled off a
margin early in the first
a 6-quarter. Senior Walt Blaich then
kicked perfectly and Wooster led

5--

14-yar-

d

0

SCOT SEASON RESULTS

Wooster 7, Ashland 0
Wooster 27, Carnegie Tech 0
Wooster 21, Mt. Union 15
Wooster 0, Denison 7
Wooster 14, Akron 21
Wooster 0, Muskingum 25
Wooster 14, Hiram 7
Wooster 3, Capital 43
Wooster 20, Oberlin 0
Season record 5-- 4 (.555)

7--

0.

All was not so easy for the Scots
however. Late in the first quarter
the Yeomen put together some ex
cellent running by quarterback
Dave Guerrera and halfbacks
Howie Creighton and Mike Mc
Glauflin to march 82 yards in 12
plays to a first and goal on the
Wooster 8. The Scots held for two
plays and on third down Senior

p

Bruce Vandersall nailed
loss back
d
Guerrera for a
to the Wooster 11, where a fourth
down field goal attempt was partially blocked.
co-capta-

mark. It moved the Black and
Gold to a 4 mark in the OAC,
which at present is good enough
for eighth place; but if the Big
Red from Denison, 2-- 3 in the OAC,
can handle Ohio Wesleyan (14)
tomorrow, the Scots will finish in
ninth. Oberlin ended with a 3-- 5
THE CONSENSUS: AIR FORCE at Colorado; BAYLOR at mark.
Southern Methodist; Yale at HARVARD; DUKE at North Carolina;
Injuries which had plagued Scot
Florida at FLORIDA STATE; DENISON at Ohio Wesleyan;
backs all season, kept the conferat Tennessee; MICHIGAN at Ohio State; Iowa at NOTRE ence's second best rusher, halfback
DAME; NEBRASKA at Oklahoma; Pittsburgh at PENN STATE;
Cleveland vs. GREEN BAY;
TULSA at Toledo; and in the pros
MINNESOTA at Detroit; DALLAS at Washington.
Last week: College 11-- 1 (.918), Pros (.500); overall 12-- 2 (.857)
(.685)
(.698), Pros 15-- (.625) ; overall 89-4Season: College 74-3- 2

in

six-yar-

3--

Midway through the second period the Scots started their own
march as they moved 99 yards for
another score. The big play of the
drive was an
scamper by
Gordon from the
the injury-slowed
Wooster 19 to the Oberlin
80-yar-

d

d

Y

one-yar-

(Continued on Page 6)

scrimmage. Following the round
ball demonstration and introduction of the players there will be
an all college sock hop.
Real action begins on Dec. 2,
the Wednesday after Thanksgiving
vacation, when Heidelberg invades
Severance Gymnasium in the season opener. Wooster has topped
Heidelberg in their last three encounters but only by the total margin of 19 points. Their entire starting lineup returns, led by center
Jim Kahle, who garnered 21 points
against Wooster the last time out.
In the past, the Student Princes
have been a run and shoot team,
but Coach Al Van Wie and the
Scots, without the benefit of seeing
them play this year, will have to
play this one by ear. In the future,
all opponents will be scouted with
Coach Bob Nye doing most of the
road work.
Van Wie's Essentials
Coach Van Wie has worked
the team tirelessly, concentrating
on what he calls his five essentials
defense, turnovers, rebounding,
a patterned offense, and self discipline. Wooster's mentor recently
released some statistics revealing
that rebounding was the most important factor in winning games
in the NCAA last year.
The top 15 rebounding teams in
the country were the victors in
79.1 percent of their games in the
1963-6campaign. This winning
percentage was far greater than
either those of teams that had
especially high field goal or free
throw averages. Also highly im
portant in winning college basket
ball games last year was keeping
turnovers at a minimum, preferably below 18 percent of the total
times the ball is controlled. (A
turnover is giving up the ball
without shooting at the basket by
steps, a stolen ball, etc.)
Van Wie rates good defense
his primary objective as being
90 percent desire and only 10 per
cent ability. He would far rather
have a player relax a bit on of
fense than on defense. His mark of
a good defensive effort is not hold
ing tne opposition to a meager
point total, but rather by enjoying
a substantial spread between the
winning and losing scores.
4

basic
attack on offense. Sen
ior Dave Guldin may be moved
mto the pivot periodically, de
monstrating the mcrease in the
outfit's flexibility. On defense, the
earn will normally use a pressing
with a great deal of
overplaying, allowing for help
rom teammates. Loach Van Wie
team
erms it a "man-to-maAlthough the starting line
up is still uncertain, the probable
starters will be lettermen Dave
Guldin, Buddy Harris, Tim Jordan, Bill Gribble, and either Gary
Bishop or George Baker handling
the
point position.
Guldin, Harris Lead Rebounding
was
Guldin, 6-elected second team
the past season. He led the Scots
in rebounding and finished second
in scoring with an 11.7 points per
game average. The 6-- 6 Harris won
a starter's role late last campaign
and finished second in rebounding.
Van Wie mentioned that "he
really came on fast toward the end
of the season."
Sophomore Tim Jordan, 6-- be
came a varsity regular in his first
college season. Despite his foul
shooting difficulties, the big center
was third in Scot point production. The initial Scot to be named
1-3-

man-to-ma-

-1

n,

de-;ens-

n,

all-importa-

Co-capta-

4,

in

all-conferen-

ce

4,

I

-
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You'll find Wayne County's largest selection

USE CONVENIENT

LAY-AWA- Y

W

iwrnasmti

END OF THE ROAD:

BRENNER BROS.
Loissr the Cost of Dressing Well

)

.

finrrrr

imnr"Tiniow.miiwil'

ffnT-miA- if

fcimi

i

Bob Tucker (52) and Jerry Horcha (79)
Bruce Vandersall after the three,

congratulate Scot
playing their last game for Wooster, helped dump Oberlin.
Seniors Walt Blaich and Jack Wagner, equally instrumental
in the win, also completed their football careers Saturday.
co-capt- ain

.$1;

I

j0'

-

i.

Tim Jordan

first team all conference, guard
Bill Gribble, pumped 17.1 points
per game through the bucket The
6-- 1
junior is the man most op
ponents feel they have to stop to
conquer the Wooster entry.
led the freshGary Bishop,
man team in scoring and is making a strong bid for the fifth startand Man-to-MThe basketeers will go with a ing slot. His competition is classmate George Baker, who played
both J V and Varsity ball last year.
The
"Fox" has looked particularly
FINAL FOOTBALL LEADERS
sharp in the senmmages held thus
Punting
far. The man they are trying to
Jack Wagner (34.2 yd. avg.)
replace is
Rodney Dingle.
Rod earned a starting spot after
Walt Blaich (34.0 yd. avg.)
n
coming out for the team in
Pass Receiving
the past winter. Due to perRod Dingle (117 yds.)
sonal reasons, the flashy guard has
John Bailey (101 yds.)
not tried put this year as yet.
Mike Gordon (20 yd. avg.)
His loss could be a severe blow
to the Scots' hopes for conference
Punt Returns
Ken Norris (17.5 yd. avg.)
honors.
Two freshmen 6-- 4 Joe Fay and
Rushing
6-- 2
Jeff Springer have been so
Rod Dingle (593 yds.)
impressive that Coach Van Wie
Mike Gordon (529 yds.)
has kept them on the varsity.
Walt Blaich (462 yds.)
They, along with senior
Grant Sherwood, will have to plug
Total Yards Passing
the gaps in the Wooster front
Rich Poling (283 yds.)
court.
Interception & Returns
1--

3-1

5-1-

0,

an

0

.

co-capta-

of clothing and furnishings for men and boys
at the lowest prices for nationally advertised
quality brands.
Hl.w--

--

mid-seaso-

WE'RE GETTING
READY FOR CHRISTMAS

ii

e."

nt

5-1-

1

9

Buddy Harris

fast-pace-

Parsons (Iowa)
Feb. 6 at Wittenberg
Feb. 9 Mt. Union
Feb. 11 Fredonia State
Feb. 1 3 at Ohio Wesleyan
Feb. 20 at Denison
OAC Tournament begins Feb.
26 and 27 (Tentative),
x indicates Friday nite game
indicates Sat. nite game

at Marietta
at Waynesburg
at Youngstown

Jan

Akron

Gordon Chalks Up 216 Yards

on the Hill ranked the number one small college team in the nation
that night as the Scots
the Tigers left Severance defeated and
57-5turned them back 4 to write an indelible page in a long basketball
history. Then there was the Ohio Wesleyan game, almost as big an
count. Possibly the best
upset as Wittenberg, this time by a 64-6drubbing of Capi
team effort of the season came in a disciplined 81-6o
being
Lonfeernce farsl
the
to
Bill
named
Gribble
s
and
tal:
make the
second
helped
squad,
team while Dave Guldin made the
'63-'6- 4
campaign a memorable one.
So much for the four years' history, what about the philosophiz
ing? Over the last four years, Van Wie's teams have evolved a dis
offense. Although readily admitting that his present of
tinctive
fense is by no means original, Coach Van Wie does say that "it is dif
ferent, and thus most Ohio Conference schools don t get much experience defensing a
Aside from the distinctive formation, the two main keys to his
basketball philosophy, says Coach Al, are a disciplined offense emphasizing the percentage shot and an aggressive defense. Although
Van Wie admits that a team that can run and shoot will win big
when it wins, he adds that, "You won't beat the teams you're not supposed to beat unless you control the tempo of the game."
In fact, Wooster's peculiar problem last year wasn't in beating the teams we were not supposed to beat, but in getting by
the "lesser" teams. Out of the top four teams in the Conference
last year Wittenberg, Ohio Wesleyan, Akron and Otterbein
Wooster trimmed the top two, but then lost three other OC tilts
to teams below the Scots on the ladder.
AH this points toward one of Coach Van Wie's favorite selling
points, namely that the Scots play in the toughest small college basketball conference in the nation. The fact that for the last two years,
the OC winner has gone on to the finals of the NCAA Championship
Tournament is evidence enough of this point.
Akron University basketball coach Tony Laterza expressed it
another way last year: "Any time a team takes to the road in this
conference, they'd better be worried." Laterza will have the opportunity to do some of that worrying this winter as the NCAA Tournatravel to the unfriendly confines of Severance. Van
ment runners-uthe
Zips and Otterbein as the teams to beat this winter and
Wie rates
notes with a certain satisfaction that they both must face Wooster at
home.
Predicions? Well, all right. With few personnel problems
see Don Kennedy's article and with hopes for finding the needed
bench depth, the Scots should equal last year's win output, might
season," and will definitely pose some
just make a "20-gam- e
problems for the other top teams in the Ohio Conference.

KEN-TUCK-

Gribble

The curtain rises tomorrow night at 7:30 on the basket
ball version of the Fighting Scots when they take the floor
for the annual basketball openhouse. Everyone is invited to
d
see a sample of the Scots' daily drills plus a

Jan 27 Walsh
Jan. 30 Otterbein
xFeb.

Maine

9
12

Jan. 23

Feb.

29
30
Jan. 7

Jan.

question whether that schooling turned the tide, but last winter
the Scot basketball squad finally got that winning season and
did it in a big way. turning out an 18-- 8 record.
The highlights of last year are many, too numerous to detail in
this space: that second game of the season, when Wittenberg arrived

1-3--

Bill

by Don Kennedy

lour-namen-

de-rank-

Grant Sherwood

Co-ca- pt.

Hopeful Scot Caaers Open Season Dec. 2;
Van Wie, Team Host Saturday Openhouse

ot"

co-captai-

t. Dave Guldin

ap

Bruce Vandersall
(2 for 93 yds.)
Kickoff Returns

Jack Wagner (117 yds.)
Rod Dingle (26.5 yd. avg.)

tS
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Christmas Party Rsrva
tiom Should Bt Mad

Immediately at
NADEUN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
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(Continued from Page 2)

rel, there's no telling what rapport
might develop in the cozy atmosphere of the T.U.B.

I'm really not a

kill-jo- y.

In fact,

I'm anxious to sample my own
brand of sublime experience. It's
called "the elevating energy of
academic quiet"

fas,

teers in all areas of social service
work. Churches, camps for underprivileged children, the YMCA, as
well as the many neighborhood
houses, need young people who
care enough to dedicate one summer to the need of others. Will you
hear their cry?
Leslie Kellogg

A Mezz Mod

A "Day"

at Wooster

To the Editor:
A "Day" at Wooster is an event
toward which everyone who has
any connection with Beacon House
looks forward. In fact, we are all

awaiting "his" arrival the weekend of Nov. 20 with great anticipation. Not that the Rev. M. Day
has not visited Wooster campus
before, it is just that "his family"
loves to see him and find out how
their summer homestead is faring.

Employee Defends Bookstore
To the Editor:
In the Oct. 30 issue of the Voice,
an editorial entitled "Baubles,
Bangles, and Beads" was published
concerning the various problems
of the Bookstore. The criticism,
most of it constructive, was certainly appreciated; however, a few
points need clarification. Being,
at once in two positions a student
at the College and an employee of
he Bookstore I believe I can
understand and sympathize with
both points of view.
Store Supports TUB

Beacon Neighborhood House is
First, the fundamental problem
probably just a speck which barely
of the Bookstore has nothing to do
dots a map of the booming metrowith anyone s unwillingness to
polis of Chicago, but that speck has
overstock books. Inability, howmore influence in the lives of its
is quite another thing. Consurrounding neighbors than a keg ever,
sider
this
situation: all the college
of dynamite. As a distribution,
education (Bible School, Sunday bookstores in the nation order
books than needed from the
School, etc.), and information cen- more

after student
y
building various publishers;
ter, this tiny
large
purchasing,
a
percentage
serves a Negro populous of one
few semes- be
returned;
must
a
mile radius, consisting of about
's
ers of this would result in the
15,000 people.
refusing to accept any
books
back; and the situation
Hard Day's Work
would be worse than it is now.
And so it happened that I arSecondly, the Board of Trustees
rived in the neighborhood on the
hardly allow the Bookstore to
can
west side of Chicago this past sumbasis
mer to continue where others be- operate on a
TUB!
has
the
to
someone
support
fore me had left off. As a member
The bookstore agrees that tight
of "the Beacon House crew," and
an ever growing family of our
"Papa Day", I soon adjusted to
this new environment and felt
quite at home. It was not long before my eyes grew accustomed to
the poverty, dirt and dispair
which surrounded me. There were
times that I ached physically after
a hard day's work, but tired muscles never seemed to matter when
I realized that something I'd said
or done that day had helped some
child. And there were plenty of
children who attended Beacon
House each day that I could help
A payday hi Europe can help
hundreds who needed love, en1AI
couragement and a sense of belonging. We gave as much of our
selves as we could to these children
in our Bible School, Education,
and Mentally and Physically Han
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
dicapped programs, but their needs
Every registered student can
were far more than could be met
get a job in Europe through the
in one summer. Others like our
American Student. Information
selves will have to continue next
Service, and the first 5000 applicants receive $250 travel grants.
summer where we left off.
It is possible to earn $300 a month
from
a job selection that includes
Crying Need
lifeguarding,
child care and other
...
.i
in oir tne
resort
office, sales, shipwork,
au
great cities in our
board,
farm
and
factory work.
nation are crying out for volun
Job and travel grant applications
and complete details are available in a
illustrated bookSECTIONS!!
let which students may obtain by
Christmas Party Reserva-tlon- s
sending $2 (for the booklet and
Should Bt Madt
airmail postage) to Dept. N,
Immediately at
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, LuxNADELIN'S,
embourg City, Grand Duchy of
Your Complete

GOTHAM ALUMNAE HELP

Bookstore

Wooster's women graduates who wish to find jobs
in New York City can rely on
receiving assistance from the
Alumnae Advisory Center

regulation of choosing classes and
texts does hamper the "pursuit of
education" but need this choice
be exercised three or four times at
the beginning of every semester?

which is located at 541 Madison Ave. Wooster is one of
the 49 member colleges in
this association which serves
as a source for New York employees seeking college-traine- d
women.
The purpose of the AAC is
to help graduates fit their
own aptitudes and their liberal arts education to the
specific requirement of a certain job. The Association desires to inform these women
of the specialized training
they will need and to show
them how to go about getting such training.
who wish further
details on the AAC program
may contact Mrs. Stella King
in the Alumni Bulletin Office.

Candy Necessary
The suggestion that the Book
store eliminate all but books,
school supplies, necessities, and of
ficial merchandise
raises some
are
What
the necessiquestions.
ties? Tooth paste, shampoo,
candy? Yes, if you haven't got
forty-fiv- e
minutes for a trip to the
Point. Nylons? Maybe the men
don't think so, but ask any girl
wearing her last pair with three
runs. Greeting cards? I believe
the volume of sales to students is
answer enough. Amish candy?
Yes, this certainly could be elim
inated, resulting in an immense
gain of 12 feet of shelf space.
The final suggestion of arranging paperbacks and recommended
reading books by subject (not by
publisher) is an excellent idea and
one which has already been considered. Mrs. Holden, the manager,
does arrange the recommended
books by subject; however, with
the type of shelving available in
the Bookstore, the arrangement of
all the other books would be most
difficult. But do not despair, the
idea hasn't been discarded.

.

Co-e-

Scots Triumph In Season Finale,
(Continued from Page 5)

line, where he was tripped up by
Bob Jenkins. Blaich then blasted
over for his second touchdown of
the year, but he missed the extra
point and the Scot margin was at
13-0- .
Gordon's masterpiece was set
up by fine blocks from freshmen
Mark Blocher and John Bailey.
Wooster was able to come up
with four timely interceptions to
stop all the second half threats by
the Yeomen. An interception by
junior Joe DiCicco late in the
game started the final scoring
drive for Wooster. With Rich Poling calling the plays the Scots
moved 78 yards to paydirt and a
20-lead with 2:35 remaining in
the game.

20-- 0

Poling gave the ball to sophomore Terry Heaphy, who had
switched from end to halfback to
replace the injured Dingle, and
Heaphy ran 13 yards to the Ober-li- n
33. On the next play Poling
beautifully faked a handoflt to
Heaphy on what appeared to be
the same play, then faded, and hit
Gordon, who was all alone in the
Oberlin secondary for the final
Scot touchdown of the year.
SECTIONS!!

Christmas Party Raswva-llo- ni
Should B Mad

Immediately at
NADELIN'S,

Your Compltte
Catering Sorvict.

0

ds

Perhaps in the new student union, whenever it comes, these problems will be solved. Please continue to make any suggestions you
feel will help the present situation.
The committee established by the
SGA is certainly a start in the
right direction!
Sandi Weaver
Editors Note: See article page 3.

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
10
Wash 20c Load
Dry 10c Minutes
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue

one-stor-

pub-isher-

This card
will save you money
on Thanksgiving vacation

ECON-O-WAS- H

Beall at Hartzler

Phone

264-18- 91

non-prof- it

(Get one free from your S.M.O.C.)
Phone

FLAIR TRAVEL

263-780-

1

Your Sheraton Man on Campus has a free Sheraton Student ID
Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.)
With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With
two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal.

Freedlander's

Get in touch with your S.M.O.C:

95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Innsy

Young Modem Shop

WORK
K .EUROPE
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.

.
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36-pa- ge

Luxembourg.

Catering Service.

HANDSEWN CLASSICS
by

'

FOOTWEAR
ijoung and goq

Waging ABmmmmmi
-

.1
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rrom me
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comes this classic moccasin stitched loafer
in brown, black or cordovan. Sizes to 11,
widths AAAA to C.

A ouster Shoes
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Are you head over heels but staying on your toes? In a spin
but never dizzy? No? Swing into Adlers and U.R.C.W.S.
(O.K. we'll spell it out for you: you are
A
with-i- t philosophy that colors
everything you do. And Adler
goes to every length and color to make you
Her adcer Flare-U- p
sock, fe.00. His adcer SC
shrink controlled wool sock in 20 colors, $1.00, available at
clean-white-sock-

.)

clean-white-soc-

over-the-kn-

ee

k.

7
BROS.

NICK AMSTER

BRENNER

WM. ANNAT

FREEDLANDER'S
PIERCE'S SPORT SHOP

